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On the Cauchy Problem
for a Simple Degenerate Diffusion System
By

Masayasu MIMURA*

§ le Introduction
We consider the following Cauchy problem for the system of
equations :

Qu,
— =

(i.D

dt

dt

in J R T -(-oo<jt;< + oo, 0</< F T) with the initial data
u,(x9 0) - u10(x)
uz(x, 0) = u20(x)
u5(x, 0) - um(x)
u4(x, 0) = UM(X),
where the initial data are all non-negative and the coefficients d19 dz
and d3 are positive constants.
Such a system is considered one of the problems of diffusion
accompanied by an immobilizing reaction of second order (2), (4).
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In this paper, we intend to prove the uniqueness and the
existence of the solution of the problem (1.1) and (1. 2) by using a
suitable simple difference scheme.
Using the following vector and matrix notations,

1 0 0 0 ^
D=

0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

— d2MB
d2u3
— dzu3
0

0
—d3u4
d3u4
—d3u4

0
0
0
0

— d^>
0
0
—d^ /

the system (1.1) and (1. 2) is reduced to
(1.3)
(1. 4)

— = D 2 -\-A(U}U,
dt
Qx
U(x, 0) = t/ 0 (#).

We introduce the following difference scheme to (1.1) and (1. 2),

in 7?r=(the rectangular lattices with mesh sizes (A, &) in J??T) with
the initial data
»S1JF = ««(/*)

*:-»)

or

^

where U"-' = U(jh, nk) for integers ; and n ( 0 < w ^ < T ) ,
n i+l
for / = !, 2 and \=k/h2= const.
i'
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§ 2. Existence Theorem
The methods used in this section are essentially the same as
those used by Fritz John [6].
First we have the following lemma.
Lemma 1 (Stability).
A sufficient condition for stability of the difference scheme (1. 5)
and (1. 6) is given by the following inequality

(2.1)
^
'

0<\<- fy .

Proof. We can write (1. 5) as follows :

wo
(2.2)

If U°'> is non-negative, it follows from (2. 2) that Un'j is nonnegative for any n. Therefore we have from (1. 5) that

Thus we have the following estimates for any n,

where

I M? ! = sup | ufj

Lemma 1 is proved.

y

for

z = 1, 2, 3, 4 .
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Secondly we can show that the jr-difference quotient U"'J'
= (Un'J+1~Un'J}/h satisfying (1.5) and (1.6) is bounded uniformly
in h. In fact we have the following equations from (1. 5) and (1. 6),

(25)

and also the initial conditions
(2. 6)

Ul-i = U0((j + 1)A) - C700-A)) /A .

Then it follows from (2. 5) and Lemma 1 that

!+1), I < ! («!), ! + ^OM( | («& | + ! (rtS), | ) ,
), I < I (US),
I («5), + kDM( | («r '), I + I («5), I + I («S), I ) .
| (i«), I + kDM( | («;), | + | (ul)x | ) ,
where M = max {sup
| u"'J \ } and D = max (dv d2, rfs). Therefore, we
•
«r
obtain
*

(2.8)

\U

where

I t/SI = 2l
(«?),!•
i=l

Consequently, if U0>J' is of class J31, f/S'y is bounded uniformly in A.
Similarly, we have the following equations for Unij ;
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+ «3+1--'(«5'0*} -

and the initial conditions

v?j = (ul-'

(2.10)

where U"-' = (UH+1'>— U"-')/k. Hence we have the following estimate;
(2. 11)

| U1 < e3™T( | («,„)„ | + | («„)„ | +8DM2) .

Therefore, if M IO , M 20 , M30 and M40 are of class .S2, ^, 9?
tively, U*-->', Ul'i and [/?••'' are bounded uniformly in
and (2.11). Proceeding in this manner we see that,
and M40are of class 3?, 3?, £? and .S3 respectively, all

and .S1 respech from (2. 8)
if uw,um,uw
quantities

are bounded uniformly in A.
Now we consider a sequence of lattices R£m with mesh sizes
(hm=h0/2m, km = \hl^) for a positive fixed number hQ and non-negative
integers m. Let define R^ be the sum of all the sets Rlm, then
Rl^ is a denumerable set and everywhere dense in RT.
Since Un>J is bounded uniformly in h, it follows that there exists
a sequence / of non-negative integers m such that
(2.13)

Jim Lf

= U(x, t)

in fl£ .

m-foo

Here U%' = U(jhm, hkj is defined in #£,.

If UnJ and t/S'-^' are both
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defined in Rlm for large m, then from the boundness of Unx'J and U"tJ\
(2. 14)

UZ'-J'- U& =

where (x, t) = (jhm, nkm) and (x', t') = (j'hm, n'km}.
m->°°, we have
(2. 15)

£/(*', f) - U(x, t) = 0(*' - *) + 0(f - 0

For mdl

and

in ££ .

Consequently the limit function U(x, t) is of class £°t(J£°) in R^ and
we can continue U(x, f) into the whole set RT. Then £/(#, f) is of
class £203°) in J?T.
Since all quantities of (2. 12) are uniformly bounded, we conclude
in the same discussion that (Un'j}x, (Un'j}xx and (Un'j)t converge
respectively towards the corresponding derivatives of U(x, t) and
that the limits are of class £°t($°} in RT.
Finally in the limit as mdl and w->°o for h=hm andk = kmin
the equations (1. 5) and (1. 6), we find that Ufa t) satisfies (1. 1) and
(1.2) in R^ and in RT. Thus we obtain that, if uw, u20, u30 and &40
are of class £?, <&, 3? and S? respectively, the limit function U(x, t)
is a solution of (1. 1) and (1. 2) such that

(2. 16)

u^fa t} and ibfa t} are of class
u2fa t} and u2(x, t) are of class
in ^ T a

Further, if we use the properties of the fundamental solution
of heat equation, we can modify that, if uw, u20, u30 and u4Q are of
class ^7 3¥, 3? and 3? respectively, the same results (2. 16) are
obtained.
Thus we have the following Theorem ;
Theorem 1.
If MIO , uzo , u3Q and u4Q are of class ,32, ^2, 3? and ^ respectively
and they are all non-negative, then there exists the non-negative
solution, which satisfies (2. 16), of the problem (1. 1) and (1. 2).
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§ 3. Uniqueness Theorem
We have the following lemma.
Lemma 2 (Convergence).
If U(x, t} is a solution of (1.1) and (L 2), for which u^x, t) and
u2(x, t} are of class 6^(3T) n£X-S°)> and u3(x91} and ut(x, t) are of class
e}(&) in #r, and if C7"^' is the solution of (2.1) and (2. 2) under the
assumption of Lemma 1, then there exists a §(£) for any 6, such
that for (x=jh, t = nk) in #J and 0<A, £<§

where

||K|| - SUP!M(^, f)
WT

and ! ,|f/||= S Ik-H .
(=1

#/z

Proofe

We have

=

Ul(x,

-M!^, fi + d.u^x, f)Ut(x, t)
at
(x, t)

(x, t)} +Q(k) .
Thus, it follows that
(3. 1)

U&, t + k} = P(ul(x, f)}-k{d^(x, t + k)u,(xf t}
,(x, t}}

By similar calculation we have
(3. 2)

uz(xj t + k) = P(uz(x, 0) - k (djA2(x, t + *) w4(^, f)
-dfafa t + k)uB(x,

(3. 3)

M3(jtr, t + k) = u3(x, f)Jrk{dzu2(xy
-d2u,(x, t)u3(x,

f)u4(x9
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ut(x, t + k) = «,(*, f) — k {d^(x, t + fyu&x, t)
+d3u2(x, t)ut(x, t+K)} +Q(k) .

Putting si(x,t) = uni'i—ui(x,f) for «'=!, 2, 3, 4, we get the following
difference scheme from (3. 1), (3. 2), (3. 3) and (3. 4),

(3.5)

in Rl with the initial data

S(x, 0) = 0

(3. 6)
where S = '(st , s2, s3, s4) and

/2 =

/3 = -d3ut(x, t+k}s2(x, t)+d2u3(x, t + fys^x, t}
ft = {dls1(x, t) + d3s2(x, t}}u,(x, t+K).
Here we consider the following difference scheme for Y=t(y1,y2,
yi(x,
(3 g)

*
y*(

t+K) = P(y,(x,
= P(y2(x, t))+k(F2+G2)

yt(X>t+k}=
in R% with the initial data
(3.9)

r(*,0) = 0,

where F; = sup|/,-(^, t, k ) \ . Gt is the upper bound of g{ and g(
**
=gi(x,t,k) tends to 0 as ^^0 for «' = 1,2, 3,4.
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We have the following equations from (3.8) and (3.9),
(3. 10)

yi(x,

t) = /(F.-+G,)

for

i = 1, 2, 3, 4 .

Therefore we get the following inequalities from (3. 5) and (3. 9)
(3.11)

I *(*,*) I <*(*,/)

for

1 = 1,2,3,4

and then we have in 0 < £ < T
(3.12)

lk-ll<T(F f . + G,.)

for

,' = 1,2,3,4.

Thus, from (3. 12) we have
(3.13)

l!S||<i]T(F,+G,).
i— 1

On the other hand, we find from (3. 7) that
(3.14)

2F,<3Z)M||S||.
i—1

Then we get
(3.15)

(l-3DMT)||S||<T2Gv1=1
If we select T= T, such that 7X1/3DM, there exists a 8(8)
£ such that 0</z, &<§ and
(3.16)

\\S\\<6

in

for any

0<t<T1.

If we consider t = Tx as a new initial time, we get t = T2 such that
and
(3.17)

\\S\\ <6

in

Thus, if we continue the same argument, we have the same result
as (3. 16) in Rl and Lemma 2 is proved.
Here if U^x, t) and Uz(x, t) are both arbitrary functions satisfying the assumption of Lemma 2, then there exists a 8(8) for any £
such that 0<h, &<S implies

(s.is)

i me*, o-w*,

*)ii<iitfi(*, *)
<2£

in

where f/"^" is the solution of (1. 5) and (1. 6).
Thus, we have proved the following theorem ;
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Theorem 2.
As for a genuine solution U(x, f) of (1. 1) and (1. 2) satisfying
the assumption of Lemma 2, the solution is unique.
Remark. Similarly we can deal with the following system of
an immobilizing reaction of higher order,

(3. 19)

™

(3.20)

U(x,Q) = U0(x)

where for non-negative integer P,

^
?3
l*
0

0
0
1
— d3u&u l* 0
djtlwl* 0
— djufcul* 0

0
0
—d

and prove the existence and the uniqueness of the solution,
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